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Bulk heterojunction solar cells of sphalerite and wurtzite ZnS incorporated P3HT were fabricated and their
Mott–Schottky analysis was performed to find the conduction mechanism of the devices. The analysis shows
the formation of a Schottky junction and band unpinning at the P3HT:ZnS-Al contact and it confirms the hole
conductivity in the active material.
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1. Introduction

therefore ZnS nanoparticles provide the right morphology
for the acceptance of electron.

Bulk heterojunction solar cells made of conducting
polymers represent a new stage in the evolution of photovoltaic devices and this type of excitonic cells are
presently the most studied solar cells [1–5]. In the case of
“bulk heterojunction”, the interface between two materials of different electrical properties is all over the bulk,
where the electron accepting nanoparticles are mixed
with the electron donating polymer and the exciton created in either material diffuse to the interface to enable the charge separation. Poly(3-hexyl) thiophene (or
P3HT):ZnS are very interesting nanocomposites due to
their applicability as an active layer for bulk heterojunction solar cells of high open circuit voltage [6–8]
and the charge transport in this system determines the
performance of solar cells made of this nanocomposites. This paper discusses the Mott–Schottky characteristics of solar cells made of inorganic semiconducting ZnS nanoparticles with organic P3HT. Here, ZnS
nanoparticles are preferred as an electron acceptor because it is environment friendly, stable indefinitely, and
can be synthesized easily and inexpensively. It is supposed here that the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level of the ZnS is below at least 0.3 eV
than that of P3HT for an effective exciton splitting and
charge dissociation [9], since quantum confinement effect
of the semiconducting nanocrystals shifts their LUMO
level to upward and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to downward and that enlarges the band
gap [10]. The wide band semiconductor ZnS has high
electron mobility (600 cm2 V−1 s−1 [11]) and has an
electron affinity of about 3.9 eV [12] that makes ZnS as
an attractive material to use as an electron acceptor in
hybrid photovoltaic devices. Further, conduction band
shifts upward as decreasing the size of the particle [10]
that helps to match well with the LUMO level of P3HT,

2. Materials and methods
Performance of bulk heterojunction solar cells strongly
depends on the processing conditions such as film thickness, donor/acceptor mixing ratio, and thermal annealing time and temperature. Therefore, the devices
for this study were fabricated by considering the previously reported optimized condition of the standard
P3HT/PCBM and P3HT/ZnS devices [7]. All chemicals such as PEDOT:PSS, P3HT and indium tin oxide
glass slides (surface resistivity is about 8 to 12 Ω/m2
and having thickness about 1200 Å) were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich Chemicals Ltd., Bangalore. Sphalerite
and wurtzite ZnS nanoparticles [13, 14] of better performance for the solar cells were prepared in our lab by
simple wet chemical method. Here the active layer of the
solar cell was sandwiched in between ITO (work function
≈4.8 eV [15]) and aluminium (work function ≈4.1 eV [16])
to generate a built-in electric field by the difference in
their work functions. This built-in electric field is used
to dissociate the excitons generated by the absorption
of light in the active layer, where the transparent ITO
layer is used as a top electrode facing the sun light. It is
a well-known fact that thin film of ITO has low electrical resistivity (≈ 5 × 10−4 Ω cm [17]) and has band
gap of about 3.8 eV [18]. Furthermore, ITO is a good
hole injector [19] and therefore it can be used as anode.
In principle, ITO is capable of collecting either electrons
or holes since its work function (ca. 4.2–5.3 eV) lies between the typical HOMO and LUMO of common organic
photovoltaic (OPV) materials. Accordingly, the polarity of ITO can be modified to efficiently collect either
electrons or holes by coating with functional interlayers
of different work functions such as PEDOT:PSS [20], so
that 50 nm thick PEDOT:PSS film were coated over the
ITO by making a solution of PEDOT:PSS (2 ml) with
surfactant Triton-100 (50 µl). Then one drop of the filtered (by a 0.45 µm nylon filter) PEDOT:PSS solution
applied over the ITO and coated a 50 nm thick film using
a spinner at 3000 rpm for 10 s.
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TABLE I
Thickness of the active layer.
Sample name
Thickness [nm]
Glass/P3HT:ZnScubic
247
Glass/P3HT:ZnShexa
275

Active layer ZnS:P3HT solution were made by mixing
P3HT in 20 mg/ml in dichlorobenzene with the synthesized (1) 1 mg of ZnScubic nano particles and (2) 1 mg of
ZnShexa nano particles. All the samples were kept under
stirring for 24 h, then each drop of the samples was placed
over the previously prepared ITO:PEDOT:PSS films and
over cleaned plane glass slides also, where the spinner
spinned at 3000 rpm for 10 s in each case, where one edge
of the plane glass slides was covered with cellophane tape
to make “step” for thickness measurement and the thickness of the active layer found as given in Table I using a
noncontact 3D Profiler (Taylor Hobson Talysurf CCI MP
interferometer).

in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, where the small devices have area
about 1 × 10−6 m2 and the bigger is about 4 × 10−6 m2 .
Two probe I–V measurements of the prepared solar cells
were noted by Oriel Sol3A Solar Simulator under illuminated and non-illuminated conditions and the results are
given in Table II and Table III.
TABLE II
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnScubic /Al device — solar cell
parameters.
Pmax
Ipm
Vpm
Jsc
[nW]
[nA]
[V] [µA/cm2 ]
light 146.441 430.708 0.340 30.100
dark 1.131 2.759 0.410 0.716

Mode

Voc
Eff
Rs
FF
[V]
[%] [MΩ]
1.120 0.109 0.0037 4.120
0.820 0.193 0.0001 5.137

Rsh
[MΩ]
0.261
64.014

TABLE III
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnShexa /Al device — solar cell
parameters.
Pmax
Ipm
Vpm
Jsc
Voc
Eff
Rs
Rsh
FF
[nW]
[nA]
[V] [µA/cm2 ] [V]
[%] [MΩ] [MΩ]
light 323.317 769.802 0.420 229.60 1.300 0.108 0.0320 1.765 0.124
dark 8.293 17.277 0.480
3.74
0.959 0.231 0.0008 22.261 17.846

Mode

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1. Solar cell of structure
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnScubic /Al.

Fig. 2. Solar cell of structure
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnShexa /Al.

A chromium mask with device areas 1 × 10−6 m2
(1 mm × 1 mm) and 4 × 10−6 m2 (2 mm × 2 mm) was
placed over the active layer and kept the samples in the
thermal evaporator 10 inch away from the molybdenum
boat containing 81 mg of Al pellets. Pressure inside
the chamber was maintained as 5 × 10−5 mbar and applied a voltage of 3 V and 25 A current for coating the
Al. Thickness was monitored using the crystal thickness
monitor and the coating process was stopped when the
thickness was about 105 nm. Final devices are shown

UV-Vis measurements of the active layer P3HT:ZnS
obtained by Varian, Cary 5000 Spectrophotometer is
given in Fig. 3 and it shows a broad absorption
from 400 nm to 650 nm. Previous reports of P3HT shows
broad absorption spectra from 320 to 650 nm and it varied depending on the solvent but around 500 nm, that
can be attributed to the π–π ∗ transitions [8]. The obtained UV–Vis spectrum is simply the combination of
constituents parts of the active materials i.e. nanocrystals and polymer and it is seen that there is no any
additional absorption peaks [8] since there is not any
ground state interactions between them [21]. It is seen
that the absorption edge of the ZnS:P3HT little extended
to the lower wavelength region and that may be due to
the quantum confinement effect from the inorganic nano
particles [8]. This blue shift may be due to the rising in
band gap between π and π* energy levels when adding
the nanoparticles that decreases the inter-chain interaction and conjugation length of P3HT [8].
It is a well-known fact that P3HT is a conjugated polymer that easily undergoes p-doping (reacting with oxygen) when exposed to air or moisture, consequently the Schottky contacts are formed
at the semiconductor–metal interface, so that the effect of band bending (depletion zones) and minority
carrier injection should be considered [22]. Therefore the Mott–Schottky analysis were performed on
the devices ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnScubic /Al and
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnShexa /Al that can reveal
the fundamental parameters in heterojunctions such as
charge carrier concentrations and the inbuilt potential.
The Mott–Schottky information will be obtained from
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Fig. 3. UV-Visible absorption spectrograph of the active layer.

the capacitance–voltage measurements and here dc Probe
Station 2 (PM5, Agilent Device Analyzer B1500A with
pulsed source 5 MHz) at the CeN Facility, IISc, Bangalore was used for these measurements.

Fig. 4. Capacitance–voltage
devices.

characteristics

of
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measurement of the capacitance under reverse and forward voltages of the bulk heterojunction structure of the
two devices ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnScubic /Al and
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnShexa /Al.
Figure 4 shows that the charge carriers accumulate
near the interface at zero voltage so that the capacitance is maximal (i.e., d is minimal). According to the
bias voltage, carriers get pushed away from the oxide interface and the depletion region forms. When the bias
voltage is reversed, the charge carriers move the greatest
distance from the interface so that the capacitance decreases and becomes minimum at maximum d according
to the equation
Cd
ε=
(3.1)
ε0 A
and the depletion width can be found from the equation
s
2εε0 (Vbi + V )
W =
.
(3.2)
qN
One side of the heterojunction has a charge density
higher than the other and therefore the capacitance voltage characteristics can be approximated by [23]:
A2
2
=
(V − Vbi ) ,
(3.3)
2
C
qεs N
where C is the capacitance, ε0 is the permittivity of free
space (8.854 × 10−12 F m−1 ), A is the area of the capacitor (≈ 10−6 m2 ), d is the thickness of the capacitor, εs is
the relative dielectric constant and N is the charge carrier concentration of the material and Vbi is the built-in
potential in the heterojunction, where built-in potential
is the voltage present at the interface of any two dissimilar materials due to their difference in work functions
that results in a band bending.

the

The procedure for taking C–V measurements involves
the application of dc bias voltages across the capacitor (polymer solar cells) by connecting the Al side to
earth terminal while making the measurements with an
ac signal with frequency of 1 kHz after discussion with
supervisory team, since higher frequencies will have a
negative impact on the devices. This change in potential increases the space of the charge and therefore the
capacitance. This differential capacitance can be measured at different dc potentials in order to obtain the
capacitance–voltage characteristic. The bias applied as
a dc voltage sweep that drives the device structure from
its accumulation region into the depletion region, and
then into inversion region. Figure 4 shows the direct

Fig. 5. 1/C 2 vs. V characteristics of
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnScubic /Al
(slope = −1.767 × 1019 F−2 V−1 ).

The experimental results shown in Figs. 5 and 6 follow Eq. (3.3) (the Mott–Schottky curve) which exhibits
a straight line over a small bias voltage only and this reverse bias capacitance Mott–Schottky behaviour indicate
the formation of a Schottky junction (band bending) at
the P3HT:ZnS-Al contact.
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Fig. 6. 1/C 2 vs. V characteristics of
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnShexa /Al
(slope = −3.293 × 1018 F−2 V−1 ).

The negative slope of the curve found by Origin 7.5 software confirms the hole conductivity in
the active material [24].
The intercept of the
curve with the voltage axis gives Vbi and the product εs N can be found from the intercept with the
capacitance axis or from the slope of the curve.
In the case of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnScubic /Al
device Vbi was found as –1.16 V and in the case
of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnShexa /Al device Vbi was
found as –0.957 V. The shifting of the flat band potential (in-built potential) to the negative side under illumination is already reported [24] and this negative flat
band potential is the result of band unpinning by charging a surface state at the metal/organic contact, that
the surface state acquires more charge under illumination. There is an accumulation of minority carriers (with
respect to dark conditions), which produces an increase
of the quasi-Fermi level and an additional charge in the
surface state. An important requirement for such an
additional charging is a slow kinetics of charge transfer through the surface state. The additional charge at
the surface state produces an increase of voltage in the
dipole layer, and a displacement of the apparent flat band
potential.
It is found that the depletion width of the
device ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnScubic /Al according
to Eq. (3.2) for a reverse bias voltage between –2 V
and –1.2 V resulted to be varying between 249 nm
and 201 nm which is compatible with the thickness of
the active layer 247 nm and the charge carrier concentration of the active material varied from 1.088 × 1022 m−3
to 2.952 × 1021 m−3 . Similarly, the depletion region of
the device ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:ZnShexa /Al for a reverse bias voltage between –1.6 V and –1.0 V resulted
to be varying between 264 nm and 192 nm compatible
with the active layer thickness 275 nm and the charge
carrier concentration of the active material varied from
2.086 × 1022 m−3 to 7.433 × 1021 m−3 in that region.
The remarkable result is that the hole concentration of

P3HT:ZnS system is comparable to the hole concentration of the previously reported P3HT:PCBM system of
Bisquert et al. [24]. They report [24] hole concentration
about 3.5 × 1022 m−3 for P3HT:PCBM system where
Vbi and ε was 0.43 V, 3 respectively, while the device
parameters were Voc = 0.39 V, Isc = 8.7 mA cm−2 and
FF = 42%. It is obvious that the Voc of P3H:ZnS is higher
(1.3 V [6]) than P3HT:PCBM system, but Jsc and FF is
very much lower than P3HT:PCBM and it may be due
to the higher hole concentration or defects as reported in
the case of CdTe solar cells [25], a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunction solar cells [26] and in P3HT:PCBM [27]. Trukhanov
et al. [27] proved that the doping or the defects in the
P3HT system results in substantial increase in Voc and
decrease in Jsc and FF.
4. Conclusion
The Mott–Schottky analysis of the bulk heterojunction solar cells of sphalerite and wurtzite ZnS incorporated P3HT shows the formation of a Schottky junction
and band unpinning at the P3HT:ZnS-Al interface and it
also confirms the hole conductivity in the active material.
The remarkable result is that the hole concentration of
P3HT:ZnS system is comparable to the hole concentration of the P3HT:PCBM system.
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